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We are always interested in looking at
possible refurbishment and new build
projects in East Anglia and will consider
options subject to planning, joint venture,
profit sharing and, indeed, any other
arrangement ventures that landowners
and their agents would care to suggest.

See our Website for details
of present and past projects
as well as previous copies of
Moving Times Newsletters.

R
eport in London’s “Metro”
magazine about one Sam
Floy who has invented an

index which accurately pinpoints up
and coming areas, property-wise, in
London 

He noticed that expensive areas
tended to have lots of coffee shops
whereas less expensive areas had
lots of fried chicken outlets.

Overlaying a map of London with a
screen showing the ratio of fried
chicken outlets to coffee shops then
further overlaying it with a map of
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And the conclusion?

Peckham, yes, Peckham. HQ of
Trotters Independent Trading Co.
(New York, Paris, Peckham).

Del Boy Trotter’s ship may be
about to come in!

average property prices proves his
theory absolutely accurate.

The areas to watch as up and coming
are those with lower house prices, (at
the moment), but with a high or
increasing ratio of coffee shops to fried
chicken outlets, (sorry Colonel). 

A finger lickin’ good
house 
price
indicator



Feng Shuied!
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Interesting report in the Daily Mail
about a woman in London who
couldn’t sell her house.

An expert in Feng Shui, and author of a
book on the subject, she decided to
apply the principles of Feng Shui, not
just to the house itself, but also to the
price insisting the agent market it at
exactly £1,791,000.  The digits in this
figure if added together make 18 whose
digits added together make 9 – a lucky

A science fiction short story written in the 1950s, but
set in the future, is about the last man in the world
still able to do mental arithmetic. Everybody else is
totally reliant on electric gizmos – calculators, smart
phones, iPads or whatever.

Echoing this is a recent report that, even with the boost of
the London Olympics, the number of people using public
swimming pools in the UK has dropped.  No one knows
why but one explanation mooted is that it is that there is no
app available that shows the location of swimming pools so
people “can’t find” pools. Are we really that helpless without
a gizmo and an “app”?

Similarly a woman journalist recently described her solo trip
to a foreign city.  She organised everything online using Trip
Advisor, Trivago et al – where to stay, where to eat, what to
see and how to get there.

At the end of her second day a miracle occurred – her
gizmo, (iPad/smartphone/laptop, or whatever), went down

Gizmos…
and she was left helpless and, out of sheer necessity,
started to talk to people. She suddenly realised that she
hadn’t actually had a conversation with anyone for two
days.

She asked someone for directions but ended up having a
drink with them and, asking a cabbie to recommend a
restaurant, she ended up at a superb local restaurant which
she would never have found online.  Her “gizmo” going
down had made her trip.

Recent interviews with a number of successful
entrepreneurs and high fliers noted that almost all had one
thing in common ……they nearly all carried a notebook and
pen and didn’t rely on gizmos. 

Even the head of Facebook, apparently, carries a notebook
and pen everywhere laughingly remarking that, at Facebook,
this was the equivalent of a chisel and stone tablet!

Reading this, TC nods approvingly – he, too, always carries
a notebook and pen!  

Much publicity last year about the
start of The First World War.

One unusual factoid which was not
much aired relates to the car in which
the Archduke Franz Ferdinand was
travelling when he was assassinated in
Sarajevo, Bosnia in 1914. This
triggered the start of The First World
War which lasted until the declaration
of an armistice at 11am on 11.11.18.
since known as Armistice Day.

The Archduke’s car, complete with
bullets and bloodstains from that fatal
day, still exists.  It is owned by a
museum in Austria and its registration

11/11...

You’ve put that book in the

wrong place for a start!

number in Feng Shui
apparently.

And, yes, it worked!  The house
sold within a few days for £1,620,000
whose digits also add up to 9.

The Feng Shui didn’t end there.  The
difference in the sale price and the asking
price was £171,000. Do you notice
anything about the digits in that number
when added together?... There might be
something in this!.

plate is, and was in 1914,
“A 111 118” ... Armistice
Day ... 11.11.18 strange
but true!

Notice something else
odd about the photo? Not
the people waving, almost
as if waving farewell to an
old world which was
about to come to an end,
(which it was but they
didn’t know it), but the car
itself.

It has its steering wheel on the right,
just like we in the UK do, and,

furthermore, the car is driving on the
left – just like we do.

... but that’s another story!



The emergence from this decline
could arguably have started around
1970 with the publication of a book
called “Your Country Cottage”.

Even in 1970, Your Country Cottage
reports that “in many villages
cottages are becoming derelict and
being demolished or falling down”.
Certainly, up until the late1980s most
East Anglian villages still had a couple
of run down or derelict cottages.
Dakin Estates once came across an
entire village of derelict estate
cottages!

The book goes on to advise intrepid
would-be cottage buyers that “if a
farmer has no use for a cottage he
generally uses it for storage or, more
commonly, lets it fall down” and that
“farmers dislike disposing of any
property” and if approached direct
“probably won’t even talk to you”.
(We may have met this Farmer!).

The author advises, as did The Field,
a quarter of a century earlier, that
“electricity may be a problem” and
warns against getting a surveyor in

No, not a report on the current
Cambridge housing market but
the first line of an article from The
Field magazine in 1946 lamenting
the chronic shortage of housing
in post war Britain. 

The Field, however, suggests a
radical solution asking readers if they
had “considered a country cottage”?

Hard to believe that there was a time
when cottages were not considered
desirable residences but a byword for
neglect and poverty which one would
have to be desperate to consider
living in. Tellingly, The Field refers to
doing up a cottage as a “conversion”,
(ie to a habitable dwelling), project
rather than “restoration”.

The Field advises that cottages “will
not be found through High Street
estate agents” and advises readers
to look “in the classified adverts of
local papers or in catalogues of
country auctioneers selling off
estates, farms and smallholdings”.

The 1946 article goes on to advise
any readers acquiring a cottage to
“scrub all floors” as “fleas get in the
floorboards”.  “It is possible to install
an Elsan toilet”, “a good supply of
water must be available (not
brackish) which won’t dry up in the
summer”, “if there is no electricity you
must be willing to cope with oil lamps
and cook on an oil stove”.

Cottages entered a long period of
further decline at about the time of
the 1946 article as, built to house
farmworkers under the old semi-
feudal tied cottage system, they
became abandoned and derelict as
workers, and horses, left the land to
be replaced by less labour intensive
farming methods. 
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as “his report will be the most
depressing document you will ever
read” (We may know that surveyor
too!).

The 1970 book warns that any
alterations to cottages will need
“Byelaw Permission” and if plans are
submitted to the Council they will
consider them “at their next meeting”
and that the applicant “should
receive the decision immediately
afterwards”. (In planning terms, a
golden age!).

The social standing of cottages has
changed since 1946 – from the time
of the 1970 book they started to
become regarded not as squalid rural
slums but as challenging but
rewarding projects and eventually as
picturesque and desirable residences
... possibly even with roses round the
door!

Acknowledgements:  

The Field and Your Country Cottage
by Robert Edmunds.

“The army of homeseekers

grows daily larger”

Cambridge Collection



The Tangier Horse
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P
laying with toy soldiers as
a small boy, ND often
wondered why some of his

Household Cavalry figures wore
blue tunics and some red.

After all he reasoned, with childish
logic, they were both on the same
side…...weren’t they?

Years later, a street sign seen in the
Moroccan city of Tangier led him to
the answer.  The sign read,
intriguingly, “RUE DE SAMUEL
PEPYS” and it lead ND to a
forgotten piece of history.

When Charles the Second was
restored to the English throne he
needed an army, the cavalry element
of which was formed of both
soldiers of Cromwell’s New Model
Army and former cavalry soldiers of
Charles the First’s Royalist army.
These two elements, one in red and
one in blue, became known as The
Lifeguards and The Horseguards
respectively and formed the King’s
personal “household” cavalry.

That, then, answers the young ND’s
question…….but Samuel
Pepys…and Tangier?

When Catharine of Braganza in
Portugal married Charles the Second
part of her dowry was the city of
Tangier. Charles lost no time in
forming an expeditionary force to
take over the city including a
mounted contingent, raised
especially for the job, and named
‘The Tangier Horse’.

On arrival in Tangier, the British
noticed that the departing
Portuguese seemed somewhat
relieved over the change in the city’s
ownership and they soon found out
why – Tangier was not the pearl of
the Mediterranean, the gateway to
Africa or the trading hub that they
had been led to believe.  Tangier was
cut off from Europe by the sea and
from Africa itself due to the city being

under more or less constant siege by
the surrounding Moorish tribes.

Twenty years of hardship and warfare
followed with The Tangier Horse
being involved in many desperate
encounters with the indigenous
Moorish tribes.

Finally, an emissary arrived from
England with secret orders to assess
the situation and prepare for
Tangier’s evacuation.  The emissary
was accompanied by a man who
was later to become famous for other
reasons – Samuel Pepys.

The evacuation of the British went as
well as it could have done and
Tangier was left to its fate but the city
had been the making of Samuel
Pepys and, in a roundabout way, of
The Tangier Horse.

The Tangier Horse were renamed
several times over the following
centuries usually with some variation
of  “Dragoon” until, in the 1960s, as
The Royal Dragoons,  they  merged
with The Horseguards (blue tunics) of
The Household Cavalry to form a
new regiment to be known as “The
Blues and Royals”.

It’s long gone now, of course, The
Rue de Samuel Pepys that is  -
renamed, in a swell of nationalist and
anti-colonial sentiment, after some
obscure Islamic hero... which is a pity
– for that street sign certainly had a
story to tell!

Acknowledgements: 

The Tangier Campaign, A  J Smithers
Horseguards B White Summers
Samuel Pepys.


